
Yogurtier

1. Noun

2. Noun Plural

3. Noun

4. Adverb

5. Adjective

6. Noun

7. Adjective

8. Verb Base Form

9. Adjective

10. Proper Noun

11. Location

12. Noun

13. Part Of Body

14. Celebrity

15. Material Like Glass Concrete Etc

16. Material Like Glass Concrete Etc

17. Noun

18. Verb Past Tense

19. Full Name Of A Person

20. Verb Past Tense

21. Noun

22. Profession

23. Part Of Body
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24. Part Of Body

25. Adjective



Yogurtier

Once upon of time, I went to the Noun shoppe. This was about a few Noun Plural into my senior

year of graduate school starting so you know, I had a lot on my Noun . I was Adverb selected

after the door scanned the Adjective chip in my arm from the Noun vaccine, and I was selected

f0r A Adjective FACTORY TOOUR! That was mandatory. Like in Willie Wonk-of. In order to

Verb Base Form my country, The Adjective Proper Noun of Location , I had to attend

this factory tour of where all the Noun in the world was produced, or risk the chip getting ripped out of

my Part of Body by the president himself, the ghost of celebrity Jons. So anyway, I walked

through the sliding material like glass concrete etc doors made of material like glass concrete etc into then other

world. Will-e Wonn-cuh was waiting for me, holding a large syringe filled with Noun juice and

chocolate for if I didn't comply. we got on a boat floating on a river of yogurt and it immediately sank and we

nearly Verb Past Tense . thank god Full Name of a Person worked that day because she Verb Past 

Tense in and ate all of the yogurt which saved my life but caused hers to go away. anyways, goth Riley came

up to me with like a Noun and that meant I passed. I was now a profession . the president ripped

the chip out anyways because it was oddly satisfying, which caused my Part of Body to stop and

Part of Body to fail and made my life a Adjective joke.

the end
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